13 March 2020
OFFICIAL STATEMENT
IN RE: CAPITAL SINGERS JUNE 2020 | OUR AFRICAN DREAM PRODUCTION POSTPONED
Dear Capital Singers and loyal suppliers
At a Directors meeting yesterday, it was decided that postponing our June production of Capital
Singers, entitled Our African Dream, was in the best interest of the company as well as its patrons.
This was truly a difficult decision for Christo and myself – one which we did not take lightly. We
understand the importance of Capital Singers in the lives of our participants, and we are truly gutted
that we will only see you later in the year. Although we as a company are positive that the effects of
the COVID-19 virus will soon be a thing of the past, our core business is being affected by the fear
that accompanies the uncertainty of the virus. The risk of putting together a production, that by
nature consists of thousands of people standing or sitting in close proximity, as we go into winter
(when the spread of the virus is most imminent), outweighs our outmost desire to put on yet another
incredible production. The safety of our community is of integral importance to us, and the fact that
there is a very real chance that COVID-19 will still be around in June, gave us no alternative but to
place the June Production on hold.
We have many exciting new ventures coming to Capital Singers and when the time is right, we will
launch our brand new projects. Our annual December Christmas Spectacular is still very much on
the cards and the idea is to have Our African Dream on our calendar early in 2021.
The Directors and Owners of Capital Singers want to sincerely apologise for any inconvenience
caused by the postponement of this production. We trust you understand that these are extreme
times and that the situation is simply out of our control. We want to thank you for your continued
support and trust you will join us again for our future shows.
Sincerely,

Michael Barrett
Director: Capital Singers

Christo Burger
Director: Capital Singers
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